Essays

We Are Each One An Other
BY JOYCE WONG

The winner of ArtAsiaPacific’s Young Writers Contest 2018 examines
cross-cultural themes in the works of Shezad Dawood

SHEZAD DAWOOD, Towards the Possible Film, 2014, still of single-channel HD video: 19 min 29 sec. All images courtesy the artist and Timothy Taylor, London/New York.

Rarely are artists as expansive as Shezad
Dawood, in their subject matter and
methodology, and in probing the fault lines
in contemporary society. For nearly two
decades, the London-based artist of IndoPakistani descent has grappled with themes
of cultural identity, migration, displacement,
systems of power and structures of belief
through diverse contexts and histories using a
spectrum of media.
Given Dawood’s South Asian heritage
and diasporic experience of growing up in
Britain, exploring the idea of otherness has
figured prominently in his work since the
start of his career. In his notable early project,
Make It Big (2002–03), Dawood attempted
to destabilize the binary of East and West
by restaging film stills of Michelangelo
Antonioni’s classic mystery thriller
Blow-Up (1966) using Pakistani actresses,
with himself as the director, and by hiring a
Karachi billboard-painter to create variations
on canvas of the original film poster. Through

appropriation and mimicry—mainstays in
Dawood’s strategy to this day—he created
what Sara Raza called, in a 2005 article
for ArtAsiaPacific, “a new hybridized
vocabulary,” to expose how similarities can
exist between ostensibly opposing cultures,
and to argue that the notion of otherness is a
matter of perspective.
Dawood favors juxtaposing different
contexts to reveal unexpected commonalities.
This exploration of otherness through
multiple perspectives distinguishes his
approach from conventional identity politics.
In a series of sculptures he produced starting
in 2007, for instance, he considers Islam and
early American frontier culture as ideologies
that each sprang from desolate environments.
The objects themselves merge aspects from
both doctrines, such as The Judge (2007),
a tumbleweed-coiled neon sign that spells
out one of the 99 names attributed to Allah.
Coming at a time when many Western
governments had declared a “War on Terror”
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in the wake of the 9/11 attacks in the United
States and subsequent attacks in the United
Kingdom, the series rejected the “clash of
civilizations” cliché. This excavation of
cultural convergence and empathy propels
Dawood’s projects and is especially necessary
amid the current rise of right-wing populism
fueling xenophobia, racism and separatist
thinking in the Euro-American sphere.
Tracing Dawood’s evolving interest
in deconstructing traditional readings of
otherness, we can see that he has developed
upon early works stemming from his own
cultural specificity to wider narratives.
Towards the Possible Film (2014) is a selfproclaimed turning point for Dawood. The
20-minute film follows two blue-skinned
aliens emerging from the sea who encounter
violent indigenous land dwellers. While the
aliens appear futuristic in their spacesuits,
their green- or blue-colored skin alludes to
ancient archetypes of deities or holy figures
such as the Egyptian god Osiris or Krishna
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from Hindu mythology. In comparison,
the indigenous people seem premodern,
yet could also be postapocalyptic. The film’s
nonlinear temporality and ambiguous
Martian-esque landscape create a “contextless context” that allows the narrative
to become symbolic of alienation and
antagonism in our shared human condition,
as Dawood explained in a 2014 interview with
Stephanie Bailey in Yishu.

SHEZAD DAWOOD, Fragment of a Carton of Cigarettes,
2017, mixed media on Fortuny textile, 193 x 154 cm.

Moving beyond cultural specificity,
however, is not a renunciation of world
affairs. Far from it—Dawood is embracing
the whole world as context. This is evident
in his latest, most ambitious project to date,
Leviathan. Debuted last year, the tenpart film cycle and related sculptures and
paintings are to be completed in 2020, and
the work’s unfolding chapters tackle pressing
issues such as the European refugee crisis,
climate change, resource inequity, mental
health and their potential interconnections.
In his practice, Dawood has often created
projects through collaboration, whether with
other artists, academics or communities,
to make seemingly disparate discourses
speak to each other. In its four chapters
to date, Leviathan is his most extensive
collaboration yet, involving marine biologists,
oceanographers, political scientists,
neurologists and many more to come.
Equaling his collaborative spirit is
his increasing community engagement.
Just as Dawood’s postapocalyptic,
quasi-documentary created in New York,
It was a time that was a time (2015), was
cathartic for the victims of Hurricane Sandy
whom he involved as actors, the textile
paintings that are also a part of the Leviathan
project depict actual personal items lost by
refugees at sea, and project a hope for closure

SHEZAD DAWOOD, Life Jacket, 2017, mixed media on Fortuny
textile, 195 x 146 cm.

to those living. Dawood’s end goal in his
art practice, he told Bailey, is to move away
from specificity to speak to humanity’s
“illusion of cultural difference and
otherness.” Leviathan chronicles his leaps
toward this goal in an epic film cycle
pertinent to our times and prescient of
our collective future.
*Visit our Digital Library at library.artasiapacific.com for more articles
on Shezad Dawood.

Installation view of SHEZAD DAWOOD’s Leviathan, 2017– , ten-part film cycle, dimensions variable, at “Leviathan,” Palazzina Canonica / Fortuny Factory, Venice, 2017.
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